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However, it is only through his immoral acts that the audience can witness his true profoundness; as a
thoughtful man, an insightful man and an honest man. It is unfair for Malcolm to describe them as "this dead
butcher and his fiend - like queen". Ambition is an admirable trait that enabled famous writers and scholars to
attain an unbelievable greatness. The character Macbeth has many traits that Shakespeare used to develop
Macbeth throughout the play and even how the character Macbeth advances the theme of the play. The three
points which contribute greatly to Macbeth's deteriorationare the prophecy which was told to him by the
witches, how Lady Macbethinfluenced and manipulated Macbeth's judgment, and finally Macbeth's long
timeambition which drove his desire to be king. Banquo knows that the witches and their prophecies can mean
no good, and, even more importantly, is willing to recognise this as a reason to reject them, despite the
tempting rewards that they also predicted for him. His values in life were no longer present and his integrity
had collapsed beyond repair, so he vowed to continue with his strife for power knowing that the end of his life
was inevitable. From the very beginning of the play, Shakespeare illustrates the contrast in the character and
consciences of Macbeth and Banquo. She pushes Macbeth to kill Duncan in order to fulfill the witches
prophecy. There are seeds of self-destruction buried in all of us that will bare only misfortune if allowed to
grow. Macbeth's growing character degenerates from a nobleman to violent individual. Macbeth uses murder
to cheat his way to power. Gary North is about where money originated from, the value of money, and the
uses of it. Reasoning was abandoned after the decision to kill Duncan was made. While other themes flow
through the text and contribute to the downfall of Macbeth, ambition remains the fueling desire that plagues
Macbeth throughout the duration of the play. At the last line, Shakespeare had Macbeth say, "False face must
hide what the false heart doth know. Some would oppugn why Macbeth would go on on with his careless
discord for power. People would do anything even neglect the needs of others to accomplish their reward.
Murder is like murphy french friess you can non halt feeding after one bit. Creepss in this junior-grade gait
from twenty-four hours to twenty-four hours to the last syllable of recorded clip. If it had not been He is
peerless, affectionate, loyal, dominant in imposing stern terms upon he vanquished. If it had not been for the
Jason, the Clinical Fellow, to the Laboratory Technicians. Without it, success is not possible. The zeal of
ambition predominately persuades both characters actions in Macbeth. However, he is very ambitiousto be
king. There would hold been a clip for such a word. The contrast between the initial reactions of Macbeth and
Banquo suggests that, despite their similar situations, there must be some fundamental difference in the
characters of the two men. Ambition is the motivational thrust that most often gives momentum as one tries to
achieve success. The sisters are the source of Ambition. Shakespeare liked how tragedies could make the
audience feel emotions towards the character while learning a lesson about life. Macbeth Analysis Essay
Words 3 Pages In William Shakespeares Macbeth, the main character, Macbeth, is a brave and loyal subject to
the King of Scotland, but as the play progresses, his character begins to change drastically. Out, out, brief
candle! Ambition in its nature can tempt obsessive behaviour, which has a destructive nature of its own.
Macbeth was first tempted by the idea of kingship when three witches presented him with their portent of
Macbeth becoming the next King of Scotland. Show More We have essays on the following topics that may
be of interest to you. At first, Macbeth is reasonable enough to keep his ambition under control.


